
ADDENDUM NO. 2 

February 24, 2022 

TITLE:   

RFQ Number:  H22-0023- John. H. Stroger, Jr. Hospital – Fire Sprinkler System Evaluation & Design 

1. General
This addendum revises RFQ documents.  This addendum is issued to respondents of record prior to
execution of contract, and forms a part of contract documents and modifies previously issued
documents. Insofar as previously issued contract documents are inconsistent with modifications
indicated by this addendum, modifications indicated by this addendum shall govern.  Where any
part of the contract documents are modified by this addendum, all unaltered provisions shall remain
in effect.

2. Addendum Acknowledgement Form
Acknowledge receipt of this addendum in the space provided on the Addendum Acknowledgement
Form.  Proposers must include the signed form with their response.  Failure to do so will subject
Proposers to disqualification.

3. Changes and Clarifications

4. Attachments:

A. Attachment A- Stroger Hospital Fire Protection Piping Investigation

Note: The Excel file is attached to this pdf file. To open the file, Download, Save, and Open the file 
using Adobe. Expand the “Navigation Pane” on left window of the Adobe application and click 
the “Paperclip” icon to view the Attachment 
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February 17, 2021 


David Scott 


Project Executive-Central Midwest Division 


Gilbane Building Company 


123 N. Wacker Drive Suite 2600 


Chicago, IL 60606 


Re: Cook County Health 


Stroger Hospital Fire Protection Piping Investigation 


G/BA #P20-0212-00 


Dear David, 


We visited the site on November 4, 2020 to review and assess the condition of the existing fire protection 


dry pipe system and fire protection main lines in the building. The scope of our review includes the entire 


Stroger Hospital, 1.2 million square feet of floor space over nine stories with 464 patient beds. The 


hospital is located at 1901 W. Harrison Street and is part of the Illinois Medical District on Chicago’s West 


Side. Stroger hospital is a teaching hospital, and it is a Level 1 Trauma Center.  


In our review of the existing fire protection system and the new lines replaced by the engineering staff we 


noticed that the existing main fire lines are schedule 10 type pipe material. In pictures of the pipes that 


were removed and provided for review, we noticed that there was excessive corrosion build up in the 


interior walls of the schedule 10 steel pipe. The corrosion is consistent with the age of the pipe and it is at 


the end of its life expectancy based on the excessive corrosion visible on the existing schedule 10 steel 


pipe.  


The fire protection pipe corrosion is typical in dry sprinkler systems, pre-action sprinkler systems and 


wet sprinkler systems due to the introduction of oxygen in the form of air into the system when the 


systems are tested and when the systems are drained and filled during maintenance and repairs to the 


system. It appears that the corrosion is not isolated to one line or system and is now appearing 


throughout the entire building system.  


It appears that a complete pipe replacement will be required and should be planned and budgeted in a 


long-term schedule to allow for proper implementation.  


Existing Fire Protection Piping 


It is our understanding that the existing fire protection system was installed in 2002 when the building 


opened. The existing fire protection lines are original to the building and are made of schedule 10 pipe 


with ASTM A53 stenciling on the pipe. The existing schedule 10 dry pipe has been identified to have 


corrosion build up on the interior walls and in some locations, leaks have been reported and the staff has 


replaced those lines. In some existing fire protection main lines near the fire pump, the fire protection 


lines have had leaks reported and the engineering staff has replaced several sections of the fire main lines 


where the leaks occurred.   
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In our meeting with the building engineering staff to review the corrosion of the fire lines we were told 


that most of the main fire lines throughout the building are schedule 10 pipe material 


The as-built fire protection drawings were not available for our review and we could not confirm the type 


of pipe material used in the installation of the entire fire protection system. The existing design drawings 


indicate the fire protection system was designed in accordance with NFPA 13, 14, 20 and City of Chicago 


Building Code. The fire system is very large and covers many floors. The fire system has six (6) 


combination standpipes with fire department connections and sprinkler zones throughout a basement 


level and six floors above grade. It appears that combination standpipe CSP/2 has an offset at the fifth 


floor that extends up to the Penthouse floor and combination standpipe CSP/3 also offsets at the fifth 


floor that extends up to the eighth floor, but only with fire department connection and no sprinkler zones. 


In addition to the six (6) combination standpipes there are also eight (8) standpipes with fire department 


connections at each level in the stairwell where they are installed. Refer to the riser diagram in design 


drawing FP2-3 for standpipe and combination standpipe designations and the levels they serve. This 


drawing also indicates which areas/levels have dry systems and pre-action systems with designated 


control valve and tamper flow switches.  


We did not get a chance to review the existing standpipes or combination standpipes in each stairwell to 


review the designations so the building staff can confirm if the standpipe and combination standpipe 


designations in the building correspond with those in the riser diagram in design drawing FP2-3.  


Review of the existing Fire Protection Lines 


During our walk through to review the existing fire protection lines, we noticed a replaced branch line 


that supplies the lower-level tunnel sprinklers, located below the dock area, was reduced in size to a 2” 


pipe size due to routing the new line thru an existing cored hole. This condition of reducing the pipe size 


affects the hydraulic design of the lower-level tunnel area and may not provide the required water 


demand originally designed for the sprinkler system during a fire condition. The replaced line and the 


area it supplies will have to be reviewed by a licensed fire protection company to determine if the 


reduced fire line can provide the required hydraulic demand for the existing lower level sprinkler system. 


In some areas in the lower level, we noticed that some of the existing fire mains are painted red and the 


pipe material cannot be verified.  


We reviewed several areas in the lower level, dock area, fire pump room and a stairwell to visually 


inspect the standpipe pipe material and overall the installed existing piping is labeled as schedule 10 pipe 


material. 


NFPA 25 Test Requirements for existing Fire Protection Systems 


During our review of the system with the engineering staff we were told that the existing fire protection 


system has the yearly fire pump test performed and routine flow testing. The staff occasionally does a 


drain down of a standpipe system when a pipe repair and replacement is required or to do control valve 


or waterflow testing. It is our understanding that the building has not performed the annual or five-year 


testing required under NFPA 25. The NFPA 25 five-year test requires an obstruction and internal 


inspection of piping be performed to determine the integrity of the pipe and amount of internal 


corrosion. This destructive test typically requires a sample of the pipe to be removed from the system.  


Due to the visible excessive corrosion of the pipe samples, we reviewed, the internal corrosion and build- 


up on the pipe walls have compromised the system and it requires a complete system inspection to 
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determine a long-term pipe replacement program. Refer to corrosion article, NFPA 25 Pipe Corrosion 


2015 and 2014 NFPA 25 Summary of Sprinkler System Inspection Testing & Maintenance  


Recommendations 


It appears that the existing fire system is beyond its life expectancy and will require replacement. It is our 


recommendation that the existing system be inspected and tested to determine which sections or zones of 


the system will require a more immediate approach for replacement. This work will require that a 


licensed fire protection contractor be involved so that all the pipe removal and replacement is performed 


under all code requirements. The existing fire protection system piping will require visual inspection to 


identify visible corrosion on the pipe exterior which typically represents that the internal corrosion has 


transferred to the exterior pipe walls. Once the visual inspection is performed and these locations are 


documented then a non-destructive test can be performed. The non-destructive test will be performed on 


the existing fire main lines using ultrasonic equipment that is attached to the existing pipe at multiple 


locations and determines the amount of internal pipe wall remaining on the tested pipe. Based on the 


amount of corrosion percentage in relation to the pipe wall based on new schedule 10 pipe thickness in 


the ultrasonic report, we can then identify which lines require and accelerated replacement. The non-


destructive testing will be provided by a licensed fire protection contractor that has the ultrasonic 


equipment and has performed similar pipe tests and reports.  


Once the visual test and non-destructive tests are performed, a long term planned fire protection pipe 


system replacement can be scheduled and prioritized. The long term planned replacement can be 


integrated with a long-term budget working with the fire protection contractor selected to perform the 


testing. The selection of a competent fire protection contractor with this type of work experience will be 


highly recommended for this type of large system pipe replacement.   


We also recommend that the existing schedule 10 pipe material be replaced with schedule 40 pipe and 


that new hydraulic calculations be included by the fire protection contractor selected to do the pipe 


replacement.  


Very truly yours, 


 


 


 


Sergio Cano 


Project Manager 


 
\\il-file\projects\20 projects\p20-0212-00cchhs\stroger fp piping\202- 11 05 stroger hospital fire protection piping investigationdate.docx 


 


Attachments:  Design Drawing FP2-3, Issued for Building Permit dated June 15, 1998 


 2014 NFPA 25 Summary of Sprinkler System Inspection Testing & Maintenance 


 NFPA 25 Pipe corrosion 2015 


 


c:   John Tsingas, G/BA 


     Joe Ficek, G/BA 
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Figure 1: Sample of existing pipe removed and replaced, provided by engineering staff.  
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Figure 2: The new 4” pipe installed but reduced to smaller 2” pipe size to route through existing cored 


hole to lower level below dock area. This will require new hydraulic calculations be performed to confirm 


that the installed 2” pipe size can provide the required water demand at the lower-level system.  
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Figure 3: Picture of new schedule 40 pipe installed in the lower-level wet system where the existing pipe 


was replaced due to corrosion and leaks. This pipe has the following stencil marking,  


“EXLTUBE ASTM A53/ASME SA53 GRADE B8” SCHED 40 dated 09/09/19”. 



















Corrosion in Fire Sprinkler Systems







Overview


• Objectives


– Discuss the problems corrosion causes in fire 
sprinkler systems


– Identify the causes of corrosion


– Take an in-depth look at the current state of 
corrosion technology 


– Evaluate the economic impact that corrosion has 
on fire sprinkler systems







The biggest concern is that corrosion will cause a 
sprinkler system to fail.


Safety


Failed Sprinkler Head 
(Illinois, 12 year old system )


50% Blockage
(California, 5 year old system )







Issues


Corrosion is known to produce many problems in the fire sprinkler market


– Pinhole leaks


– Temporary shutdowns


– Loss of property


– Loss of production


– Total system replacements


– Reduces effectiveness of fire sprinkler design


– Personal injury







What is the life expectancy of a fire sprinkler system?


Issues







VdS survey of corrosion in sprinkler systems:


Class I - Little damage is found the pipe array should just be flushed. 


Class II - Medium damage is found, so that some but not all pipes show 


increased damage, those pipes must be replaced. 


Class III - Considerable corrosion and deposits the complete pipe array or parts 


of it must be replaced. 
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 Cincinnati


 Dry system


 Class I
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 Minneapolis


 Dry system


 Class II
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 Illinois


 Dry system 
branch line


 Class III







VdS Survey


Dry systems after being installed for 12½ years:


27% - Class I


51% - Class II


22% - Class III


73% of dry systems have significant  


corrosion issues







Types of Corrosion


There are 2 main types of corrosion in FSS
1) Generalized Corrosion (Rust)


2) Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion (MIC)


Generalized MIC 







Generalized Corrosion


1)Water


2) Iron


3)Oxygen


Generalized Corrosion Cell 
(Rust reaction)


Generalized Corrosion, also known as rust, 
requires 3 things:







The three main type of bacteria are
• Acid Producing Bacteria (APB)
• Sulfur Reducing Bacteria (SRB)
• Iron Related Bacteria (IRB)


The term Microbiologically influenced
corrosion (MIC) is used to designate
corrosion due to the presence and
activities of bacteria.


MIC







MIC in FSS


FM Global study found 40% of corrosion was influenced by MIC 
and 60% of corrosion was generalized corrosion.







Dry and Pre-action


Corrosion flourishes in Dry and Pre-action 
systems because they are NEVER 100% DRY.


Typical “Dry” System


Trapped water from hydrostatic 
testing, combined with humid air 
supplied constantly by the air 
compressor creates a perfect 
storm.







Generalized Corrosion


1)Water


2) Iron


3)Oxygen


If eliminate one, you stop corrosion.


Generalized Corrosion Cell 
(Rust reaction)


Corrosion requires 3 things:







Nitrogen


Replace the Oxygen with Nitrogen.


Nitrogen is an INERT gas. 


It does not react with 
metals. Thus, no oxidation 
or rust occurs! 







Nitrogen Tests







Nitrogen Tests


After 20 months – Compressed Air







Nitrogen Tests


After 20 months – 98% Nitrogen







Nitrogen Tests


After 20 months


98% NitrogenCompressed Air







Nitrogen Tests


Corrosion Coupon Testing Manifold







After 12 Months


Steel Coupon 
Compressed Air


Steel Coupon 
98% Nitrogen


Galvanized Coupon 
98% Nitrogen


Galvanized Coupon 
Compressed Air







Nitrogen Tests







Nitrogen Tests


On average, using 98% Nitrogen gas over compressed air 
increases the life expectancy of a dry fire sprinkler system up to


5.3X







Nitrogen Tests
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Galvanized Pipe


Source: NFPA 13, 2013


No Hydraulic 


Advantage







Nitrogen Use


FM Global Property Loss Prevention Data Sheets


Installation Guidelines for Automatic Sprinklers 2-0


2.5.2.5 Protection of Sprinkler System Piping


Use internally galvanized, stainless steel, or similar corrosion-resistant pipe in all new dry-pipe, pre-action, 
refrigerated-area, deluge, and exposure-protection sprinkler systems. Do not use galvanized pipe in areas where 
the ambient temperature could exceed 130°F (54°C) unless the pipe is specifically FM Approved for use in such 
conditions.


Exception: Black steel pipe can be used in dry-pipe 
sprinkler systems equipped with closed-type sprinklers
if the piping system is filled with an inert gas.







How do you supply nitrogen to a fire 
sprinkler system?
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Source: NFPA 13, 2013
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“Reliable Source”


The trick to this is 
removing that 21% 
oxygen from the fire 
sprinkler piping and 
replacing it with pure 
nitrogen. 


The earth’s atmosphere is 78% nitrogen and 21% 


oxygen







Nitrogen Generator


Air Compressor


Dryer


Nitrogen Cabinet


Nitrogen Storage Tank 
(98%+ N2)


AMD







Nitrogen Generator


The nitrogen membrane is the “heart” of the nitrogen generator. 







Nitrogen Generators


Sizing a Nitrogen Generator


• Largest riser size


• Supervisory pressure


• Total system capacity







Nitrogen Generators


Design with Nitrogen in mind


• Use black steel over galvanized – save 30% on 
average of sprinkler piping
• Use a lower supervisory pressure – smaller 
compressor needed
• Feed more than one system – “Plant Nitrogen”


Parking garage installation







Recommendations


Dry Systems


• Use nitrogen over compressed air


• Use black steel over galvanized


• Implement a corrosion monitoring program







Questions?


josht@pottersignal.com





